MEMORANDUM

TO : OIC – Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
    OIC Chief, Curriculum Implementation Division
    Chief – School Governance and Operations Division
    Public Schools District Supervisors
    Public and Private Elementary and Secondary School Heads
    All Others Concerned

FROM : DR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA, CESO V
       City Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : RESEARCH ADVOCACY FOR COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT (RACE) 2019
          – CALL FOR PAPERS

DATE : December 10, 2018

Attached to this Memorandum is DEPED-4A-07-RM-18-808, Research Advocacy for Community Empowerment (RACE) 2019 – Call for Papers, which is self-explanatory.

For more information, please log on to www.race2transform.com or direct your queries and clarifications to the email address indicated in the Memorandum.

Wide dissemination of this Memorandum is earnestly desired.
TO: Schools Division Superintendents, Functional Division Chiefs

FROM: DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
       Director IV-A, 12.5.18

SUBJECT: Research Advocacy for Community Empowerment (RACE) 2019 - Call for Papers

DATE: December 5, 2018

1. The Department of Education Region IV-A CALABARZON continues to scale up the culture of research in order to provide wider avenue to those who have passion in research.

2. In line with this, the organizers of Research Advocacy for Community Empowerment (RACE) Philippines 2019 is inviting DepEd CALABARZON Researchers to submit different types of research papers across multiple disciplines. The Research Review Committee welcomes papers from any fields of discipline across various themes that contribute to further learning and continuing professional development. Acceptable papers include:

   2.1 Thesis/Dissertation
   2.2 Feasibility Study
   2.3 Business Plan
   2.4 Action Research
   2.5 Project Study (IT System)
   2.6 Action Plan
   2.7 Office Procedures
   2.8 Engineering and Robotics
   2.9 Human Resource Development Policy
   2.10 Investigatory Project

3. RACE aims to provide a platform that:

   3.1 exhibits research offering viable solutions to existing community problems or improving current systems;
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3.2 advances participants' personality development and critical thinking skills as they engage in constructive discussions with other participants;

3.3 extends opportunities to develop participants' presentation skills by interrelating/interacting with other researchers; and

3.4 develops the spirit of competitiveness in each and every participant.

4. The target participants are senior high school students, faculty, staff, professionals, and other researchers including the SDO's Senior Education Program Specialists (SEPS) for Planning and Research and Research Coordinators to interrelate with their counterparts in a friendly yet competitive environment.

5. Interested researchers are encouraged to prepare and submit their research entries to the Official RACE 2019 website www.race2transform.com on or before DECEMBER 14, 2019.

6. This one-day event will be conducted on FEBRUARY 28, 2019 which will host both competition and exhibition. The COMPETITION is open for all high school participants only while the EXHIBITION is open for all students, teachers and professionals. The conference is open to the public (whether from public or private schools) and everyone is invited to submit proposals for papers.

7. All abstracts submitted for competition and exhibition will be accepted for publication.

8. A registration fee of One Thousand and Fifty Pesos (Php 1,050.00) for competition and Nine Hundred Fifty Pesos (Php 950.00) for exhibition shall be collected. It will cover poster printing, kits, AM/PM snacks and publication processing. Expenses relative to this activity shall be charged against local funds subject to the usual accounting rules and regulations.

9. For more information, please log on to www.race2transform.com or direct your queries and clarifications to jumar.sadsad@deped.gov.ph.

10. Immediate dissemination of this memorandum is greatly desired.